For 20 years, DDN has designed, developed, deployed, and optimized systems, software, and solutions which enable enterprises, service providers, universities, and government agencies to generate more value and accelerate time to insight from their data and information, on premise and in the cloud. Whether you need to accelerate all of your data-intensive applications and workflows or scale performance and capacity, we’ve built DDN solutions from the ground-up to deliver future-proof efficiency and performance at scale.

**WHY DDN?**

**CUSTOMER FOCUS**
DDN has one interest: Delivering solutions for our customers that solve their greatest at-scale data challenges.

**PERFORMANCE**
DDN is #1 for storage performance and has delivered the fastest NVMe platform on the planet at over 1TB/s, and 50M IOPs.

**SCALE**
DDN’s solutions are designed for the biggest scale, and DDN’s systems deliver linear scaling for the largest file systems in the world.

**FLEXIBILITY**
NoSQL database? Fraud detection? Supercomputer storage? Analytics at scale? DDN builds solutions that perform to suit an array of challenging workflows.

Organizations leverage the power of DDN technology and the deep technical expertise of our team to capture, store, process, analyze, collaborate, and distribute data, information, and content at largest scale in the most efficient, reliable, and cost-effective manner. Our customers include many of the world’s leading financial services firms and banks, healthcare and life science organizations, manufacturing and energy companies, government and research facilities, and web and cloud service providers.
WORLD-LEADING PRODUCT PORTFOLIO FOR BIG COMPUTING

DDN’s sustained vision and execution have made us the world’s largest privately held data storage company. Our technological and market leadership comes from our long-term investments in leading-edge research and development, our relentless focus on solving our customers’ end-to-end data and information management challenges, and the excellence of our employees around the globe, all relentlessly focused on delivering the highest levels of satisfaction to our customers.

SCALABLE STORAGE PLATFORMS

Limitless performance NVMe for your most demanding workloads.

Parallel file system performance and capacity with hybrid flash and disk drives.

Lowest cost, globally distributed cloud and archive storage.

WHY DO DATA-INTENSIVE ENVIRONMENTS PREFER DDN?

GREATEST DENSITY
Better density than any vendor with nearly 9PB of capacity in a single rack.

UNRIVALED PERFORMANCE
More than 6 million IOPS and 60GB/s in 4U, scaling to millions of IOPS and >1TB/s in a complete solution.

INDUSTRY-BEST TCO
Consolidates hardware and related OPEX to meet both performance and budget requirements.

ACCELERATED WORKFLOWS
10x faster workflows in data-intensive applications.

TRUE GLOBAL COLLABORATION
The most simple, automated, and cost-effective data sharing.

UNPARALLELED EXPERTISE
Our solutions architects have deep application-level technical experience at the highest levels of scale.

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES

World’s largest privately held storage company.

Rated “Excellent” for product viability in cloud storage and content distribution applications.

Most decorated storage vendor in HPCWire history.

Most innovative flash memory application.